FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED
SINCE 1903
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON ORDERS, WARRANTY, TERMS AND PRODUCTS

NOTE: Any prices quoted, on the web site or in our catalogue, are subject to change without notice. Please call for current pricing.

**Monarch has a minimum order of $50.00.**

It is Monarch's intention to accommodate our customers, but we cannot assume unlimited responsibility for our products once they leave our control. These are not stand-alone products but are used in conjunction with other appliances or devices. We cannot be responsible for the rest of the unit or its operation, nor assure that our products have been properly applied.

**DISCLAIMER**

A certain level of user familiarity with these products and a general knowledge of the industry in which they are used is assumed. This includes the certain knowledge that any determined individual with specialized tools, time, and opportunity may be able to defeat any acceptor, lock or coin box, through the use of carefully crafted slugs, foreign coins, bogus tokens, picks, or brute force. Customers assume the full responsibility of protecting our products from such attacks and the risks for failing to do so.

**MONARCH DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, VERBALLY OR IN WRITING, THAT MONARCH PRODUCTS WILL WITHSTAND ANY GIVEN ATTACK. MONARCH ASSUMES NO LIABILITY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE DUE TO ABUSE, MISUSE OR INAPPROPRIATE APPLICATION.**

**WARRANTY**

Monarch products are warranted to the original buyer for a period of one year from date of sale against defects in material or manufacture. (NOTE: Most Monarch products are serialized or dated. Changes of these numbers or dates will void warranty. Such claims will not be honored.) This warranty does not cover units which have been inappropriately applied, abused, misused, vandalized, or disassembled by unauthorized persons. This warranty does not extend to other assemblies, electronics or any add-on components by other manufacturers, distributors, or end users. Any alterations, modifications or adjustments by other persons to the product will void any warranty claims. Buyers must be sure that all goods are properly protected from such mistreatment.

This warranty extends to furnishing replacement of any part(s) in exchange for those which may have failed. Part(s) will be invoiced when shipped by regular UPS, and credit issued upon return of the failed unit(s) at the customer's expense, provided examination indicates the part(s) failed within the terms of the warranty, and for proper cause. Monarch assumes no responsibility for service costs or lost revenues. Complete units returned will be reconditioned and returned to the customer, or replaced at the discretion of Monarch.

Solid state timers are not covered for damage resulting from the application of inappropriate voltage or line surges, nor for any damage resulting from servicing the unit while power is applied.

Coin or token mechanisms as furnished by Monarch are relatively simple, inexpensive mechanical devices, and therefore limited in their sensitivity. Monarch makes every effort to avoid acceptance of undesirable coins or tokens, but provides no warranty that none will ever pass.
ORDER PROCESSING

Orders are filled based upon information furnished by the customer at time of order. Incomplete information may result in the receipt of incorrect materials. Orders filled incorrectly on our part will be corrected. Monarch makes every effort to verify the billing address, shipping address, phone numbers, and other information for a customer’s account. However, it is the responsibility of the customer to inform us of any changes to their account to ensure a timely delivery of orders, and to avoid any added shipping charges due to incorrect information. In most cases, your account number IS your ten digit phone number. So it is important that you remember which phone number you have used in your initial order to simplify future transactions.

Orders filled incorrectly due to incorrect or insufficient information at the time the order is placed is the responsibility of the customer. Returns of unaltered units for the convenience of the customer will be subject to a 20% restocking charge. SEE “RETURNS POLICY” BELOW. Units altered or used will not be accepted for credit. NO CREDIT IS ISSUED FOR SHIPPING CHARGES IN ANY SUCH CASE.

ANY ERRORS MUST BE REPORTED WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS OF RECEIPT!

CHECK YOUR SHIPMENT CAREFULLY UPON DELIVERY

PAYMENT TERMS

Sorry, but absolutely NO C.O.D.

Products may be paid for by Visa, Master Card, Discover Card, or American Express. A check with order is acceptable only if you have called for the total charges including any shipping charges. All payments must be made in US Dollars.

Open accounts may be established for Distributors and OEM’s based on the completion, and satisfactory acceptance of a credit application. Accounts that are inactive for a prolonged period of time may have the status changed to “check with order” or “Credit Card Only” pending the completion and approval of a new credit application. In Kentucky, your Application must include your tax exemption certificate. Drop Shipments to points within the Commonwealth of Kentucky will be subject to sales tax, unless a valid Kentucky Sales Tax Exemption Certificate Number is furnished.

Overseas customers will be issued a Proforma Invoice based on your needs. Orders to be paid for by Master Card, Discover Card, Visa, American Express, or a wire transfer may be used, with an added $40.00 to cover banking and documentation fees. This fee will be waived for orders exceeding US$5000.00 (Not including shipping costs)

RETURN POLICY

ALL returns must have prior approval and must have a RETURNED MATERIALS AUTHORIZATION number on the package. No credits will be issued until goods have been received and inspected.

YOU MUST CALL FOR AN RMA (Returned Materials Authorization) Number BEFORE you make any returns.

All items will be inspected upon return. Your returned package MUST clearly show the RMA number on the outside. Any item returned at the convenience of the customer or due to incorrect ordering by the customer will be subject to a 20% restocking charge (This does not apply to warranty returns.) Special orders, or special orders for locks and/or keys will not be accepted for return.

Returns MUST be delivered by UPS or similar carriers. We recommend that you use appropriate packaging materials and insure the carton. We cannot be held responsible for returned items that are lost or damaged.

Returns must be addressed to:

Monarch Coin & Security, Inc.
Attn: (Return Authorization Number here)
1512 Russell St., Bldg A
Covington, KY 41011
LOCKS AND KEYS

OUR BOXES AND LOCKING EXTENSIONS ARE OFFERED WITH A CHOICE OF FIVE DIFFERENT LOCKS.

The least expensive (and least secure) is the TUBULAR LOCK. This is the tubular lock common to vending machines.

The NOVA lock, is a disc lock exclusive to Monarch, but similar to Abloy, KD or Baton. Nova Keys cut to code are available. Equivalent of GI Cobra and ESD XE Locks.

The TriGard is a 14 Wafer, triple bitted lock exclusive to Monarch. Equivalent to GI Sentinel II or III, ESD XD and Duo

The MEDECO is machined from solid bar stock and anti drilling features are incorporated, Codes are NOT marked on the key, or on the lock. Key codes are restricted and blanks are not available.

NOTE - KEY CODES TO COIN BOXES ARE PROPRIETARY. We do NOT sell keys to Greenwald or ESD coin boxes, nor do they sell keys to ours.

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT YOU KEEP A RECORD OF YOUR KEY CODES! LOST/STOLEN KEYS CANNOT BE REPLACED WITHOUT THE CODE!!

SPECIAL ORDER LOCKS AND / OR KEYS

If you require a specific code, and IF it is a Monarch code, we will do our best to match it. However, if it is an older code, it must be ordered from the original manufacturer. This can take anywhere from 1 to 4 months!! All lock manufacturers have minimum orders, so we must accumulate orders to meet those minimums. Please be prepared for lengthy delays when trying to match older codes.

There are also older codes for locks that are obsolete. These keys are not available under any circumstances. Examples are KD locks, or Greenwald Sentinel (no number, just Sentinel), and Rampart locks. In such cases, the entire coin box must be replaced.
JEWEL BOXES

Standard Jewel Box (JBL)
For top load GE, older Speed Queen/Huebsch
Older Whirlpool, older Wascomat, and
Other front load washers and dryers

Approximate dimensions:
Face: Height 2 ½”, Width 3 ¾”
Tray length 6”

Extra Long Jewel Box (JBX)
For Dexter, Speed Queen/Huebsch, Wascomat,
And Continental Girbau
Many other front load washers and dryers

Approximate dimensions:
Face: Height 2 ½”, Width 3 ¾”
Tray length 8”

* NOTE: Measurements are nominal. Your measurements may vary slightly. *

Jewel boxes are available with chrome, black or blue powder-coated face for the same price. Some Extra Long Jewel Boxes for some older IPSO machines will cost slightly more because of the adjustments to accommodate the variances in their vault fabrication.

Some very old equipment may require a 4” tray. We can accommodate

MONARCH CAN WORK WITH YOU TO KEY ANY MIX OF EQUIPMENT TO THE SAME KEY CODE!
GUARDIAN BOXES

For Kenmore washers and dryers

Approximate dimensions:
Face: Height 3 ½”, Width 3 ¾”
Tray Length 4”

GBS

For Older Whirlpool (manufactured before July 2000)
Older Maytag (manufactured before August 1996)
Many other washers and dryers

Approximate dimensions:
Face: Height 3 ½”, Width 3 ¾”
Tray Length 5 ½”

* NOTE: Measurements are nominal. Your measurements may vary slightly. *

GUARDIAN BOXES ARE AVAILABLE WITH CHROME, BLACK OR BLUE

MONARCH CAN WORK WITH YOU TO KEY ANY MIX OF EQUIPMENT TO THE SAME KEY CODE!
GUARDIAN BOXES

GBX
For newer Whirlpool (manufactured after July 2000)
Newer Maytag (manufactured after August 1996)
Newer GE

Approximate dimensions:
Face: Height 3 ½”, Width 3 ¾”
Tray Length 7”

GBE
For newer Dexter
Newer Speed Queen

Approximate dimensions:
Face: Height 3 ½”, Width 3 ¾”
Tray Length 8”

* NOTE: Measurements are nominal. Your measurements may vary slightly. *

QUESTIONS?
Call us at 800-462-9460 for help
ABOUT LOCKING EXTENSIONS

When ordering extensions, there are a few things to be considered.

IS THE EXTENSION QUARTER TURN OR 360 DEGREE TURN?

Quarter turn extensions have a roll pin at the end that secures the coin box. The key turns only 90 degrees when opening the box.

360 Degree turn extensions require that the key be used to unscrew the extension from the back of the vault. These will have a threaded end.

HOW IS THE LENGTH OF THE EXTENSION MEASURED?

The length is referred to as the “A Dimension” (Refer to the diagram). It includes the body of the lock, but not the head. Measure from just under the head to either the roll pin (for 1/4 turn extensions) or to the end of the extension (in the case of 360 degree turn extensions)

MUST THE COMPLETE ASSEMBLY BE REPLACED OR CAN JUST THE LOCK BE REPLACED?

If the extension is held onto the lock with hex set screws, then you can replace just the lock. However, if the extension is held in place with a drive pin or is crimped on, then the entire assembly must be replaced.

ARE THE DIMENSIONS GIVEN EXACT?

The dimensions of each assembly are based on information from various equipment manufacturers. However, during production and fabrication of the meter cases and vaults, there can be some variation in tolerances. This is not so critical on 360 degree extensions, but there can be some trouble with the 1/4 turn extensions. If the box is too loose, there is room for prying. If the box is too tight, keys may break from the strain.

WHAT CAN BE DONE IF THE EXTENSION IS TOO TIGHT OR TOO LOOSE?

All MONARCH extensions are fitted with screws. Loosen the set screw and turn the extension to compensate for any variance in the machine. Be sure to keep the roll pin in the proper orientation to the flats on the lock. Then secure the set screws back in position.

MONARCH CAN WORK WITH YOU TO KEY ANY MIX OF EQUIPMENT TO THE SAME KEY CODE!
MAYTAG

EXT010 (5.6” Long, 1/4 Turn)  
For Maytag top load washer and side-by-side dryers prior to August 1996. The color of the coin box will be same as the machine.

EXT033 (8 1/8” long, 1/4 Turn)  
For Maytag/ American 30# Stack (MDG32 Series)

EXT034 (9 7/8” long, 360º Turn)  
Single load stack dryers or washer/dryer combo (Series 15 & 19)

EXT043 (9 1/8” Long, 1/4 Turn)  
Maytag High Security Model

EXT044 (9 7/8” Long, 360º Turn)  
Maytag High Security Model

IPSO/INTERNATIONAL

EXT015 (13 3/8 Long, 1/4 LEFT HAND TURN)  
For Older Ipso, New Ipso take the JBX COIN BOX

AMERICAN DRYER

EXT013 (12 3/4” Long 1/4 Turn)  
American Maytag AD30# STACK and 535, ADG 32 series

EXT014 (6 7/8” Long, 1/4 Turn)  
American Small Stack Dryer ADG 215,230,235,236,286 & old Primus Stack

EXT038 (8 7/8” Long, 1/4 Turn)  
ADC/WASCO Model 530, Each 530 requires 1 each of EXT038 & EXT013

EXT009 (7 1/4” Long, 1/4 Turn)  
ADC Model 360X2

EXT028 (6 1/2” Long, 360º Turn)  
Older Maytag * & ADC Model 24 and for older Dexter dryers

SPEED QUEEN / HUEBSCH

EXT020 (8 1/4” Long, 360º Turn)  
18 threads per inch - course thread  
Speed Queen Load Star

EXT021 (10 3/4” Long, 1/4 Turn)  
Old Speed Queen / Huebsch 30# Stack Dryer

EXT025 (10 1/4” Long, 360º Turn)  
Speed Queen Supermate and old Primus

EXT026 (8 1/4” Long, 360º Turn)  
24 threads per inch - fine thread  
Speed Queen / Huebsch Superload

EXT027 (15 3/4” Long, 360º Turn)  
Speed Queen Super Two Washer

MILNOR

EXT019 (15 1/2” Long, 360º Turn)  
Milnor Long Extension

MONARCH CAN WORK WITH YOU TO KEY ANY MIX OF EQUIPMENT TO THE SAME KEY CODE!
VERTICAL 8

Shipped decaled and set to your order
Accepts up to $2.00 in one push
Sensitive gauging
No disassembly to change pricing
No additional parts to buy to change pricing
Available in chrome or black

VERTICAL 15

Shipped decaled and set to your order
Accepts up to $3.75 in one push
7 slots accept 2 quarters side-by-side
1 slot accepts 1 quarter to allow
$.25 price increases
No disassembly to change pricing
No additional parts to buy to change pricing
Available in chrome or black
Shipped with 4” x 6” “Two coin” decal

NEED PRICE CHANGE INSTRUCTIONS?
VISIT OUR WEBSITE

www.MonarchCoin.com
VERTICAL 8

FOR TOKENS AND MANY FOREIGN COINS
Made to accept standard round tokens
Or “DD” token and many foreign coins
Examples: Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, Taiwan, Mexico, and
the Euro (Call for size restrictions)
Shipped decaled and set to your order
Can be made to accept 2 styles of coin
For example: 5 slots accept Canadian Loonie
3 slots accept a quarter
Available in chrome or black

VERTICAL 16
Shipped and decaled set to your order
Accepts up to $4.00 in one push
8 slots accept 2 quarters
$.50 price increases
No disassembly to change pricing
No additional parts to buy to change pricing
Available in chrome or black
Shipped with 4” x 6” “Two Coin” decal

NOTE:
ALL MONARCH COIN OR TOKEN CHUTES ARE INTERCHANGEABLE WITH GREENWALD OR ESD CHUTES
MODEL 444 CHUTES
FOR COIN, TOKEN
OR TOKETTES I, II, & III

FOR A SINGLE COIN, TOKEN
OR BREAKABLE TOKETTES

INTERCHANGEABLE WITH ALL OTHER PUSH/PULL
STYLE COIN CHUTES

AVAILABLE IN TRADITIONAL CHROME OR
ATTRACTIVE BLACK POWDER COAT FINISH

THE USE OF TOKENS ELIMINATES COINS
IN THE MACHINES THAT MAY TEMPT THIEVES
MANY TOKENS STYLES ARE AVAILABLE

MADE IN THE USA!

SIMPLE RUGGED DESIGN
OVER 10 MILLION SOLD
OVER 80 YEARS OF RELIABLE
SERVICE
OPENING ON SLIDE ACCEPTS
ONLY THE SHAPE MADE
TO FIT IT
NO OTHER COIN WILL PASS

CONVENTIONAL ROUND TOKENS & DOUBLE D
LESS EXPENSIVE THAN SECURITY TOKENS BUT ALSO VERY COMMON
IN ARCADES, TRANSIT SYSTEMS AND OTHER APPLICATIONS

Double D
.880
.900
984
1 Inch
FLAT HIGH SECURITY TOKENS

These special reusable brass security tokens are designs that are proprietary to MONARCH. So they offer a greater level of security than conventional tokens. The unusual shape makes it difficult to create false tokens.

LUGGED HIGH SECURITY TOKENS

These are special brass reusable tokens that are also proprietary to MONARCH. The small button extruded in the middle is an important part of the gauging process in the Model 444. Without this detail the chute does not work. This makes for a token exceedingly difficult to duplicate.

THIS OFFERS THE HIGHEST SECURITY AVAILABLE IN A TOKEN

TOKETTES are single use, breakable plastic tokens that remove some of the risk of having cash in the coin boxes of machines in high risk areas. They are ideal for apartment complexes & institutional applications. Each of the three patterns is available in several colors. It is important to specify which tokette you are using by its style number.

MONARCH IS THE ONLY MANUFACTURER OF THE TOKETTE CHUTE.

BRASS PRICES HAVE BEEN ERRATIC, PLEASE CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING
LAUNDRY KITS

“KITS” ARE FOR USE ON COMMERCIAL COIN-OPERATED MACHINES. THEY CANNOT BE USED TO CONVERT A DOMESTIC MACHINE TO COIN OPERATION

New machines are sometimes shipped without the coin acceptor, coin box, mounting bolt and operating extension. They will usually require a kit to put the machine into service. Purchasing kits offers a slight savings over purchasing individual components. Please select the appropriate kit for your machine.

When purchasing used equipment, check with the seller to see if these items are included; used machines may have had some or all of these items removed.

A kit consists of the coin chute, appropriate coin box, mounting bolt, and operating extension with screws.

** NOTE: SERVICE DOOR LOCKS ARE SOLD SEPARATELY **
( Stack units usually require only one service door for every two kits)

SPEED QUEEN / HUEBSCH
(Dryers are shipped with the proper operation extension enclosed)

WHIRLPOOL
Washer or Dryer

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE
www.MonarchCoin.com
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Washer or Dryer

Some newer GE machines will take the same Vertical 8, but a different coin box,

MAYTAG
Washer or Dryer

Some Maytag machines have a coin box which is painted the same color as the machine, and have an extension that runs through the coin box. Monarch sells the extension and lock only. If the box is missing or damaged, it is only available through a Maytag parts distributor.

SPECIAL NOTES ABOUT KITS

The components for the kits illustrated for any given manufacturer reflect current new machines. Over the years, many makes of machines have had engineering changes that will affect which components will be required. When servicing or purchasing used equipment, have an idea of the year of manufacture. The information furnished is based on current production. Changes made by any manufacturer may change what you will need.

The more complete your information when you call, the smoother the transaction, and the better we can serve your needs. Accurate orders begin with accurate information.

QUESTIONS?
Call Us At 1-800-462-9460
The Universal Switch Kit For Use on
WHIRLPOOL EMS 1000
AND ADVANTECH
& SPEED QUEEN HORIZON

This easy to install switch is simple and easy to use on ANY coin chute. Use it with Monarch, Greenwald, or ESD. Works with V4, V5, V8, or V15. Works with Tokettes chutes, too!

No Disassembly of chutes to install
One kit fits ALL chutes!
Simplify inventory
Time saver for service calls!

Whirlpool Universal Switch Kit P/N 16A-KIT-03

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE

www.MonarchCoin.com
SERVICE DOOR LOCKS
Most common numbers readily available.

It is worth noting that the number of codes in general use for service doors is limited. Examples are AGR800 or AGR100. These are very common. Many codes have been in use for many years and so keys may be too readily available to unauthorized persons. In addition to this risk, tubular style locks are too easily picked. We offer TriGard locks to avoid this.

Cams & Collars

Cams for Service Door and Lint Door Locks
Standard sizes shown - also for older Maytag, ADC Dryer and GE Double locking cam.
Other sizes available in lengths from 1 1/4” to 2 5/8”

14F-001 Large Security Collar
14F-001A Small Security Collar
Add to exposed locks to prevent twisting with vise grip pliers or a wrench

Questions?
Call us at 800-462-9460 for help
Electro-Mechanical Counters

15C-E2B 110 Volt AC
15C-E2B 220 Volt AC

For Front Load Dryers and Many Front Load Washers
Non Resettable, 6 Digit, 110 VAC or 220 VAC
Capable of Sustained Contact For Demanding Applications
Attached with Heavy Duty Industrial Adhesive
No Holes to Drill Or Special Fasteners
Furnished with 12” leads
and Tamper Proof Splicing Connectors

DECALS

Rectangular Decals from 25¢ to $5.00 including “Quarters Only” and “Tokens Only”
18 Decals Per Sheet Red Border Black Lettering

TWO PIECE DECALS FOR MONARCH VERTICALS

Sold in sets of 10 Per strip Black Print
One piece shows vend price
One piece shows which slots receive coins

Electro-Mechanical Counters

For Front Load Dryers and Many Front Load Washers
Non Resettable, 6 Digit, 110 VAC or 220 VAC
Capable of Sustained Contact For Demanding Applications
Attached with Heavy Duty Industrial Adhesive
No Holes to Drill Or Special Fasteners
Furnished with 12” leads
and Tamper Proof Splicing Connectors
GUARD KITS

Full “body armor” for most top load and side-by-side dryers. Ideal for apartments and smaller laundries. Covers the coin box and the service door. Kits consist of: Lock Plate, Lock Assembly and Guard

Guard has a welded ring to protect the head of the lock

Heavy Gauge Welded Steel almost 1/8th inch thick!

EASY INSTALLATION

SPEED QUEEN OPEN FACE USED FOR ILLUSTRATION, ONLY CLOSED FACE AVAILABLE NOW. SIMILAR INSTALLATIONS FOR GE, MAYTAG AND WHIRLPOOL

Remove Service Door. Insert Lock Plate.

Slide Armor on from front, and slide back.

Insert Lock assembly & screw into lock plate

FOR
Maytag
Whirlpool
Speed Queen/Huebsch
GE
Kenmore

Coin Box Guards

for GE, WHIRLPOOL, KENMORE, MAYTAG & SPEED QUEEN

A Less Expensive Approach

Panel slides into the meter case & covers the coin box
Secures with a padlock
LOCKING KEY RINGS
Choice of Three Locks
To Match Your Security Needs
TUBULAR, DUO, or MEDECO
Shackle in 1½”, 3”, 5” Loops
& 2½” & 4” Rings

ONLY PERSONNEL WITH THE PROPER KEY CAN UNLOCK THE RING AND REMOVE OR CHANGE KEYS!

Key Kops are handy to secure other things as well! Tools, Gas Cans, Motors, and other items can be secured against casual spur-of-the-moment theft.

Key Kops may be keyed alike, or keyed in groups. All Key Kops are produced to your order.

Protective polyurethane boot comes in sixteen different colors to allow color coding for various assignments or shifts.
Colors are: Black, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Dark Blue, Light Blue, Aqua, Tan, White, Silver, Pink, Purple, Florescent Green, Florescent Pink, and Glow-in-the-Dark
LOCKING KEY RINGS
Choice of Three Locks
To Match Your Security Needs
TUBULAR, DUO, or MEDECO
Cables in 6”, 8”, 12”, & 18”
(measured unlocked and extended)

Stainless Spring Steel Overwrap
Choice of three different types of lock
Solid Machined Aluminum Body
Protection color coded boots
4 Lengths Available
600# Test Cable

IDEAL FOR KEYS BUT THERE ARE MANY OTHER USES AS WELL!

Secure Gas Cans!
Secure Dock Box!
Secure Motors!

FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION ON KEY KOPS PRODUCTS
SEE OUR WEB SITE www.MonarchCoin.com
The **Value Vault**™ is an inexpensive, compact, tough, locking strongbox for use in dormitories, hotel/motels, locker rooms, boats, trucks, pools, small businesses, and other locations requiring a way to secure wallets, money, watches, jewelry, keys, passports, and other small valuables.

Properly anchored to a floor or wall, or under a counter, this heavy gauge welded steel powder coated case receives a box locked into place on all four sides, presenting a formidable but affordable solution to personal security.

The unit is available with a choice of two locks, according to the level of security desired: TriGard or Medeco.

Outer shell dimensions are 4 3/8ths inches by 4 3/8ths inches by 8 ½ inches long. The inner tray is 3 1/4 H by 3 ½ wide by 63/4 long. Two keys with each box. Multiple units available keyed alike, or keyed differently.

---

**OPTIONAL FEATURES**

- Carrying Handle (add $2.50 each)
- Milled Slot for Drop Entry of Keys, Receipts, Bills, etc. (add $3.00 each)
- Other Locks available - Call for quote.
- Special Needs? Give us a Call.

---

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR PRODUCTS

Call us at 800-462-9460
Fax us at 859-261-7403
or email us [sales@monarchcoin.com](mailto:sales@monarchcoin.com)
SOAP VENDORS

CHANGE MACHINES

(AMERICAN CHANGER)

PLEASE CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

1-800-462-9460
COIN, TOKEN, OR PUSH BUTTON METERS

For outdoor recreational lighting, showers, heaters, and much more!

WHY USE A TIMER ON SHOWERS, RECREATIONAL LIGHTING, OR ANY OTHER APPLICATION?

CONTROL

As a business operator, you want to provide all the amenities that your patrons expect, but you also want to control usage in order to keep costs down. If water or electricity is being wasted, that will cost you money! But adding a meter can help generate revenue to offset costs, or you can use tokens if you don’t want to charge, but want to control who uses the facilities and for how long. We also offer a push button timer that allows you to control usage without having to use coins or tokens.

HM5 series meter housing uses either the Vertical 8 or Model 444 acceptor and Jewel style coin box. The service door is located in the rear of the unit. Available in black powder coat finish only.

HM6 series meter housing uses a drop coin acceptor with Guardian style coin box. Access is through the front. Available in black powder coat or brushed stainless steel finish.

HM5 and HM6 series housings feature heavy gauge welded steel

PUSH BUTTON TIMER is a NEMA 4x, non-coin option. Timer and button are all contained in one compact unit.
We offer different timer styles for use in meters

Available in 24, 110 and 220 volt / 15 second or 2 minute increment time settings

**SINGLE SHOT** – 1 coin or token (or 1 push for HM5 series with Vertical 8 or Model 444 coin acceptor) will start the unit. The customer cannot add more coins or tokens until the cycle has finished.

**ACCUMULATING** – Can be set for 1 to 7 coins to start the unit. Each additional coin or token adds additional time.

**BUZZER** – Can be added to the timer to alert when time is about to expire. **Note:** When used with accumulating timer, if more coins or tokens are added before time expires, cycle will continue without power interruption.

Add the “Aqua-Miser” shower power kit to control showers at Campgrounds, truckstops, parks, beaches, and more
Includes inline valve and transformer.
THE UNIVERSAL
COIN OPERATED
RESTROOM LOCK

For Coin - For Token
Or For Both!
And Many Foreign Coins Too!

A TIME TESTED CONCEPT RE-ENGINEERED FOR
THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

OPERATION
A door closer (not furnished) must be installed
on the door for proper operation.

The user inserts a coin or token in the entry slot on the top of
the unit, turns the handle and enters. As the door closes, it
locks behind the user, and the outside displays “IN USE”. No
coin/token can be inserted*, and the user is secure in the
facility.

When the user exits the facility, the inside door handle is
turned, the coin drops into the coin box and when the door
closes, it will latch once more, and will show “VACANT” in the
window. The lock is ready to accept the next coin/token.

The locks come with two pass keys to allow attendants
access when necessary. The coin box lock is under a
separate key. Additional keys available at added cost.

* A special version is available that allows multiple users.

WHY? Consider the damage done by graffiti artists,
or the trash left behind by drug users. By using
tokens, you get a face-to-face contact with who is
using your facility. Minimize waste and damage by
limiting who goes in. Limit users to YOUR customers
and let others go out and spoil some other restroom!

BEFORE YOU ORDER.
These locks are custom manufactured to each
installation. We will need to have certain information to
make your lock. You MUST complete the order form on
the facing page and fax it to us.
**Note: All token units are standard with .900 Monarch Restroom Tokens. Non-US Currency and custom tokens can be accommodated for an additional charge of $25 USD per unit.** For more information, please contact us. Token/Quarter combos MUST be .900 token.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COIN TYPE - PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐ MONARCH RESTROOM TOKEN ☐ U.S QUARTER ☐ MONARCH TOKEN &amp; QUARTER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Orders for Token Locks will include 50 free tokens (limit 50 free tokens per order)

**ADDITIONAL TOKENS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE**

Door Thickness - Measure to Nearest 1/16 Inch

| MY DOOR IS __________ INCHES THICK (inches and fractions) |
| I WOULD LIKE TO PURCHASE ______________ ADDITIONAL TOKENS |

Door Construction - Please Check the Appropriate Box

| WOOD DOOR / WOOD FRAME ☐ WOOD DOOR / METAL FRAME ☐ |
| METAL DOOR / WOOD FRAME ☐ METAL DOOR / METAL FRAME ☐ |

**SINGLE OR MULTIPLE USER DOOR - PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX**

| SINGLE USE ☐ MULTI USE ☐ |

Multiple use doors allow more than one patron in the facility at a time while the single use operation requires the occupying patron to leave the facility before the lock will accept another coin and allow entry.

Door Style Operation - Please Check the Appropriate Box

| UCL-IL ☐ UCL-IR ☐ UCL-OL ☐ UCL-OR ☐ |

There will be a 20% re-stocking fee for all units returned for any reason. Technical support available 8am-3pm EST

I understand that the information furnished will be used to produce a door lock according to my specifications. I understand that adjustments to correct inaccuracies or changes will entail additional charges. One year warranty is provided with this product but does not cover abuse, mis-use, vandalism, or incorrect installation. Lock must be returned to Monarch Coin & Security for repair at our facility for warranty work. Parts can be purchased by customer through Monarch Coin & Security inside the one year warranty period if they choose to do the repairs themselves on site. My signature indicates acceptance of these terms.

| BUSINESS NAME ________________________________ | ADDRESS __________________________________________________ |
| CITY ________________________________ | STATE ___________ | ZIP ______________ | EMAIL _____________________________ |
| PHONE NUMBER ________________________________ | FAX NUMBER ________________________________ |
| CREDIT CARD # ________________________________ | EXP. DATE ___________ | SECURITY CODE ___________ |
| PRINT NAME ________________________________ | SIGNATURE ________________________________ |